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Abstract: Containerization has been mainly used in pure software solutions, but it is gradually
finding its way into the industrial systems. This paper introduces the edge container with artificial
intelligence for speech recognition, which performs the voice control function of the actuator as a part
of the Human Machine Interface (HMI). This work proposes a procedure for creating voice-controlled
applications with modern hardware and software resources. The created architecture integrates
well-known digital technologies such as containerization, cloud, edge computing and a commercial
voice processing tool. This methodology and architecture enable the actual speech recognition and
the voice control on the edge device in the local network, rather than in the cloud, like the majority
of recent solutions. The Linux containers are designed to run without any additional configuration
and setup by the end user. A simple adaptation of voice commands via configuration file may be
considered as an additional contribution of the work. The architecture was verified by experiments
with running containers on different devices, such as PC, Tinker Board 2, Raspberry Pi 3 and 4. The
proposed solution and the practical experiment show how a voice-controlled system can be created,
easily managed and distributed to many devices around the world in a few seconds. All this can
be achieved by simple downloading and running two types of ready-made containers without any
complex installations. The result of this work is a proven stable (network-independent) solution with
data protection and low latency.

Keywords: edge computing; containerization; speech recognition; Azure cloud; ARM64; Docker;
data privacy

1. Introduction

Alexa [1], Siri [2], Cortana [3] and Google Assistant [4] have shown the human–
machine interface of the future. Voice-activated queries have become more widespread
across smart devices, and they have made lives easier, as they are offering convenience
and simplicity. Along with industrial applications and smart homes, voice assistants are
rising in vehicle driver assistance systems (According to Voicebot.ai, 73% of drivers will use
an in-car voice assistant by 2022 [5]). Furthermore, voice assistants have also found their
usage in healthcare and scientific laboratories, and they could also help seniors in their
daily lives at home. The market for voice assistants is growing constantly, and according to
a research report by Market Research Future (MRFR), “Voice Assistant Market–Information
by Technology, Hardware and Application—Forecast till 2025” the market valuation stood
at USD 1.68 billion in 2019 and is projected to reach USD 7.30 billion by 2025 [6].

Most of the solutions transform the human voice to specific commands in the cloud
data centers. Therefore, every time there is a request for voice control, information must
travel through a network to a remote place. Cloud computing can be described as a
client-server architecture. Edge computing can be considered as an “extension” to cloud
computing, as it brings the “computation“ closer to the source of data generation, at the
edge. [7]. Phones, cars, factories, smart devices and cities generate a big volume of data
that consume the network, and in the near future, this load on the network could cause
problems. Big latencies cost Amazon, Google and their customers millions. Amazon found
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that every 100 ms of latency cost them 1% in sales [8]. Statista estimates that over 75 billion
Internet of Things (IoT) devices will be connected to the network by 2025 [9].

An important aspect of every solution is also its delivery to the end user. As there are
many devices with different kinds of operating systems, hardware and accessibility, it is
necessary to provide a reliable delivery of the solution, despite the mentioned challenges.
One of the possible options is the usage of Docker and containerization technology, which
deals with these problems. Docker and containerization is probably the most talked-about
infrastructure technology of the past few years, as it is heavily used by most of the big tech
companies such as Amazon, Google, Red Hat, Microsoft and IBM, meaning it is finding its
place in the industrial systems too. Docker and containerization were mainly used in the
cloud infrastructures but now it is trying to build its position in the IoT edge devices. For
this reason, it is essential to show how containerization can work in the local network on
the Edge devices, with a focus on easy usage of containers. As containers can be set up
in a way that an end user does not have to undertake any additional configuration and
installation of dependencies on their own, everything is handled by a specific container.

Data privacy is an aspect that must be considered too, because in the wrong hands,
personal information can be wielded as a powerful tool. The “Cambridge Analytica
scandal” is a perfect example of that kind of misuse [10].

For these reasons, the work proposes a system that combines the advantages of voice
control as a user interface and edge computing focused on data privacy, low latency, easy
management and deployment by using containerization. Containers for speech recognition
are not running in the cloud as usual but directly in the local network of the user on the
edge devices. Containers are designed in a way that a user can download and run them
with minimal effort spent on configuration, installation of dependencies and containers
themselves. Containers can recognize each other in the local network, communicate and
use a connected actuator and microphone, without any interaction from an end user. The
work also brings a methodology for the creation of a speech recognition application and
experimental verification of the proposed architecture.

The main goals and innovations can be formulated to the following points:

• Architecture of speech-controlled solution using edge computing and containerization;
• Solution running in Linux containers with a focus on automatic setup of all required

dependencies and libraries;
• Simple adaptation of voice commands using a configuration file;
• Easy deployment and management of the solution;
• Portability, low latency and data privacy.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the current state-of-the-art
regarding speech recognition, edge computing vs. cloud computing and a summary of
the containerization concept. Section 3 presents the proposed architecture and designed
methodology of the voice-controlled actuator. Section 4 presents the experimental verifi-
cation of the proposed architecture. In Section 5, the results of the system implemented
according to the proposed methodology and the expected benefits of the proposed archi-
tecture are described. Finally, Section 6 consists of the conclusions of this paper.

2. Background of Speech Recognition, Edge Computing and Containerization

Many recent implementations of voice control are focused on functionality, which can
be offered by the proposed architectures, but they are not focused on specific topics, such
as the processing of data near its source, data privacy, easy deployment and management
of the solution. In a scientific article [11], authors use a conversation agent in the cloud,
so every voice record must be sent remotely to a third-party provider. Furthermore,
they are not dealing with the deployment question. It can be assumed that deployment
and management of the edge devices are undertaken in the old fashion way—manually.
Similarly, in a scientific article [12], it cannot be seen that the work is dealing with the
question of deployment and the processing of data in a local network. Therefore, the study
deals with topics such as speech-to-text libraries, edge computing, containerization, Docker
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and necessity of data privacy. Even while using Alexa from Amazon or Siri from Apple on
an iPhone, an internet connection is still needed, otherwise they cannot be used.

2.1. Speech-to-Text Libraries

Speech-to-text libraries create the core of the voice controlling, as they are needed for
a transformation of human speech to text. For these libraries, it is important to have the
capability to support more languages other than just English. They should also have a
certification for data privacies or an option to run them as the container to achieve quick
and easy deployment; in the best case, these containers could run locally on the network.

In Tables 1 and 2, the comparison of well-known speech-to-text libraries is shown, as
they can be used for the transformation of the human voice to plain text, which can be
later used for controlling of mechatronic devices or communication with them. Based on
the comparison, Microsoft Cognitive Speech Service [13] was chosen, as it supports many
programming languages in general. Microsoft Cognitive Speech Service was also chosen
for the reason that it can run locally without a special setup and the container is officially
released by Microsoft.

Table 1. In the following table, the capabilities of well-known speech-text-libraries are described with the focus on the
certifications and language.

Name Multilanguage
Support Certifications Own

Dictionary-Slang
Removal of

Background Noises

Google Cloud Speech Yes Yes * Yes Yes
Microsoft Cognitive Services Speech Yes Yes * Yes Yes

Amazon Transcribe Yes Yes * Yes Yes
System Speech Yes No Yes No

DeepSpeech No No Yes No
Kaldi No No Yes No

Annyang No No Yes No
Voice-commands.js No No Yes No

* Types of certifications: System and organization controls (SOC), The Federal Risk and Authorization Management Program (FedRAMP),
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Health
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

Table 2. In the table, capabilities of well-known speech-to-text libraries are described with the focus on the programming
languages and containerization.

Name Owner Programming
Languages Running in the Cloud Docker

Image-Container *

Google Cloud Speech Google C# (Core), Go, Node.js,
PHP, Ruby ** Yes

No (Necessity to run
the Container in K8s

infrastructure)

Microsoft Cognitive
Speech Service Microsoft

C# (Core), C++,
JavaScript,

Objective-C/Swift **
Yes Yes

Amazon Transcribe Amazon Java SDK, Ruby SDK,
and C++ SDK Yes No

System Speech Microsoft C# (.NET Framework) No No
DeepSpeech Mozilla C, JavaScript and ** No No

Kaldi Kaldi C++ No No
Annyang Annyang JavaScript No No

Voice-commands.js Jimmy Byrum JavaScript No No

* Docker Image-Container is officially provided by the owner of the library, and it has the possibility to run on the edge device with the
basic installation of a Docker engine. Notice ** Supported programming languages: Java, Python, C# (.NET Framework).

Testing was performed with Microsoft Cognitive Speech Service in addition to System
Speech, DeepSpeech and Voice commands.js. Compared to Microsoft Cognitive Speech
Service, the mentioned libraries were difficult to implement, and it was necessary to use
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their specific programing language. Furthermore, they do not support the phrase trigger
for an activation of the voice control.

2.2. Edge Computing vs. Cloud Computing

Instead of sending data back and forth, edge computing processes data on the edge
of the networks (Figure 1), which allows faster response times and better connectivity. It
eliminates the need to send data remotely to the cloud and reduces the volumes of data that
must be transferred through the network [14]. Furthermore, edge devices are more secure
than traditional cloud computing, as the processing is performed locally in the private
network [15]. Thanks to the processing of data on the device of their source, data privacy
can be more easily implemented and ensured, as there is no need to send data remotely to
a third-party storage or solution. Even though big tech companies claim that they store
data safely, there is still a possibility that user data can be stolen and misused [10]. An
important aspect of edge computing is also Quality of Service (QoS) in Wireless Local
Area Network (WLAN), why and how QoS can be achieved in WLAN is described in the
scientific article “A survey on 802.11 MAC industrial standards, architecture, security and
supporting emergency traffic: Future directions” [16].
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2.3. Containerization and Docker

In containerization, the software is packaged together with all its necessary compo-
nents such as libraries, frameworks, configuration and other dependencies so that they
are isolated in their own “container” (Figure 2). Thanks to containerization, the applica-
tions have the ability to be run and moved in any environment and on any infrastructure.
Dependency on an underlying operation system and infrastructure is eliminated. This
makes the container an ideal tool for transporting applications to various platforms and
infrastructures. The container is a type of bubble that acts as “a secure environment”,
which keeps the application independent [18].

The difference between a virtual machine (VM) and the container is that the VM is a
virtual computer with its own central processing unit (CPU), memory, network interface,
storage and created physical hardware. Both virtual machines and containers allow the iso-
lation of applications, allowing them to run in various environments. The main differences
are in size, portability, deployment and scalability [19,20]. The containers are so much
smaller, typically megabytes and they do not require to pack anything other than the app
itself and its running environment. Containers are compatible with various newer tech-
nologies such as Continues Integration/Continues Delivery (CI/CD) and DevOps, which
help in reducing complexity and increasing distribution and maintenance efficiency [19].
VMs are intended for traditional and monolithic IT architectures.
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Docker is the most known open-source containerization platform that enables the
packaging of applications into containers in a standardized way [21]. There also exist
different providers for containerization, such as Kubernates or Amazon Elastic Container
Service. These solutions provide more functionality, which is not always necessary, and
their setup is more complex and resource-consuming. Docker is used in the proposed
architecture, as it is heavily used by the developers. It has a straightforward setup, and it
does not require a lot of resources to run.

3. Designed Architecture and Methodology of the Voice-Controlled Actuator

The following designed architecture describes the controlling of the actuator by using
voice commands and the edge device (Figure 3). The transformation of the human voice
into controlling commands for the actuator is performed directly on the IoT edge device or
remotely in the cloud Azure. The IoT edge device is connected and managed via the cloud
Azure. The concept in Figure 3 consists of the following main parts:

1. IoT Hub and the cloud Azure—contains information about used services from the
cloud Azure and the IoT Hub running in the cloud Azure. These are used for man-
agement and deployment.

2. IoT edge devices using the runtime Azure IoT edge—describes the two categories of
edge devices and the runtime Azure IoT edge used in the proposed architecture.

3. Containers for the speech control of the actuator running on the IoT edge devices—
describes the functionality of the developed and used Linux containers for the control
of the actuator by speech generated commands and an integrated development
environment, Visual Studio Code. This architecture was created by two types of
Linux containers:

A. Configured container for Azure Speech Recognition service—transformation
of voice to text.

B. Created container for Voice recognition module—controlling of mechatronic
device and processing of voice.
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In Figure 4, it is possible to see the sequence diagram of the initialization of the speech-
controlled solution. The initialization of the voice-controlled actuator and the microphone
for speech input is completed, the settings are loaded and the connection to the local edge or
cloud service for the speech recognition (Azure Speech Recognition service) is established.

3.1. IoT Edge Devices Using the Runtime Azure IoT Edge

This chapter deals with the runtime Azure IoT edge [22] and the categorization of IoT
edge devices used in the proposed architecture.
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3.1.1. The Runtime Azure IoT Edge

To be able to control an actuator by using voice commands, it is necessary to have
a device with specialized software that can transform the human voice into text and
then perform subsequent analysis to create a meaningful command for the actuator. The
specialized software Azure IoT edge runtime can allow the edge device to perform the
mentioned transformation directly, and it was chosen because of the usage of Microsoft
Cognitive Speech Service and it fulfills all requirements for edge computing.

The Azure IoT edge runtime is a set of programs that must be installed on the device
to be considered an Azure IoT edge device. The runtime can run on small devices such
as Raspberry Pi 3 [23] and 4 [24], Tinker Board 2 [25], a laptop, or even something bigger,
such as an industrial server. The Azure IoT edge runtime provides [26]:

• Installation, updating of modules and securing that edge modules are always running,
and the latest security updates;

• Communication between the edge modules—acting as a local message broker;
• Reporting the status of edge modules to the cloud for remote monitoring.
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Azure IoT edge runtime has three main tasks, and they are handled by three
components—modules running on the IoT edge device [26]:

1. IoT edge agent is one of the modules that creates the Azure IoT edge runtime. The
agent is responsible for instantiating, starting, and running the modules. In the same
way, it is responsible for reporting the status of individual modules to the IoT Hub.
The Azure IoT edge module (in further text abbreviated as module) is the smallest
computing unit deployed and controlled by the IoT edge. The module can contain
Azure services (such as Azure Cognitive Speech Services) or its own project-specific
code. For modules, it is necessary to mention two points [27]:

• Module image—A package of the software that defines a module. Module
images exist as container images and they are stored in a container repository in
the cloud, and module instances are containers on devices (Figure 5).

• Module instance—Specific running module image on the IoT edge device (Figure 5).
Module instances are independent. Both modules have their own identity in the
cloud Azure.
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2. IoT Edge Hub acts as the local message broker, so it keeps the modules independent.
Communication between IoT Edge Hub and IoT Hub in the cloud Azure is performed
via protocols Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) and Advanced Message
Queuing Protocol (AMQP). Modules need to specify the inputs where they listen for
the messages and the outputs where they write the messages. Inputs and outputs are
defined as “routes”:

• Connection between the VoiceRecognition and Insight module (Figure 6) can be
defined as:

From/modules/VoiceRecognition/outputs/VoiceRecognitionOutput
To BrokenEndpoint(\”/modules/insight/insightInput”)

• Connection between the VoiceRecognition module and IoT Hub in the cloud
Azure (Figure 6) can be defined as:

From/modules/VoiceRecognition/outputs/VoiceRecognitionOutput TO $upstream
3. IoT edge security manager (Figure 7) is the security core that protects the IoT edge

device, and it is responsible for performing the logical operations such as encryption,
decryption, hashing, generation of digital signatures and signature verification. The
IoT edge security daemon starts when the IoT edge device is turned on, and its
responsibility is the initialization of the IoT edge agent. The edge IoT security daemon
provides access to application programming interfaces (APIs) such as [28] (Figure 7):

• Container API—offers an interface for interacting with container systems, such
as Docker and Moby.
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• Management API—only the IoT edge agent can access it. It is used to create,
start, stop and remove the modules.
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3.1.2. Supported Systems for IoT Edge Runtime

The IoT edge runtime can run on the following systems [29]:

• Tier 1 systems—Operation systems officially supported by Microsoft. Microsoft has
automated tests and provides installation packages for them. The latest version of
Azure IoT edge supports only the Linux containers. These operating systems include
Raspberry Pi OS Stretch (ARM32v7) and Ubuntu Server 18.04 (AMD64 and ARM64 in
the Preview version).

• Tier 2 systems—can be considered compatible with Azure IoT edge. Testing on these
platforms has been performed at least once but continuous testing is not performed.
Tier 2 systems are CentOS 7.5, Debian 8, 9 and 10, RHEL 7.5, Ubuntu 16.04 and 18.04,
Wind River 8, Yocto and Raspbian Buster 1.

In the implementation of the created architecture, Ubuntu Server 18.04 for ARM64 (In
the preview version) architecture from system Tier 1 is used.

3.1.3. IoT Edge Devices

IoT edge devices in the created architecture were divided into two categories and can
be classified as (Figure 8):

• Category I—Edge device where the actuator and the Bluetooth headphones are con-
nected and it is used for running the Voice recognition module—it can be a device
such as Tinker Board 2, PC, Raspberry Pi 3 or 4.
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• Category II—Edge device where Azure Speech Recognition service is running—this
device must be more powerful, as it is used for the transformation of voice to text, and
many devices from Category I can be connected to this device.
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3.2. IoT Hub and the Cloud Azure

The cloud Azure is used for the deployment and the configuration of the IoT edge
device. In the cloud Azure, the IoT Hub (Figure 9) is created, which provides a cloud-hosted
backend solution for the connection of IoT edge devices. In addition, the cloud Azure is
used for storing Linux container images in Azure Container Registry.
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Thanks to the IoT Hub in the cloud Azure, IoT edge devices can be easily managed,
and the following operations can be performed:

• Monitoring whether the IoT edge device is up and running;
• Deployment of modules;
• Checking the health of deployed modules;
• Launching an update of modules;
• Connection and authentication of the new devices with the same or modified configuration.
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3.3. Containers for the Speech Control of the Actuator Running on the IoT Edge Devices

For the development of modules, a local development machine with Visual Studio
Code for easy connection and management of the edge devices was used. The configuration
of the IoT edge devices was achieved by using the management portal in the cloud Azure.
As mentioned, the development machine handles the creation of modules and it was used
for the development of the proposed Voice recognition module. Azure Speech Recognition
service is provided officially by Microsoft. The developed Voice recognition module
performs these tasks (see Figures 4 and 10):

1. Verification of the system requirements on the IoT edge device for the Azure Speech
Recognition service. For the transformation of voice into text and better recognition,
Azure Speech Recognition service with artificial intelligence was used. This service
can run directly on the IoT edge device or remotely in the cloud Azure. If the Azure
Speech Recognition service runs locally, it does not need a completely stable internet
connection. Only every 15 min, the Azure Speech Recognition service must connect
to the cloud Azure and provide information about the usage.
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As the Azure Speech Recognition service requires significant computational power, it
is necessary to have the IoT edge device in a local network that is capable of running it.
That is the reason why two of the IoT edge devices are used in a local network. One IoT
edge Device (Category II) is only for running the Azure Speech Recognition service as a
Linux container and the other IoT edge device (Category I) is used for the voice control
(Figure 8). Many devices (Category I) from a local network can be connected to the edge
device (Category II) running Azure Speech Recognition service (Figure 11).
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The developed Voice recognition module always checks if the endpoint for the Azure
Speech Recognition service is available in a local network, and based on that, it will try
to connect to the Azure Speech Recognition service running on the edge device in a local
network (Option 1—Figure 12) or it will try to connect to the Azure Speech Recognition
service, which runs remotely in the cloud Azure (Option 2—Figure 12). The endpoint for
the Azure Speech Recognition service can be configurated in the JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) file through the hostname or the static local IP address.
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If the Azure Speech Recognition service runs as a Linux container on the IoT edge
device, edge computing is performed. Edge computing leads to a better response time
for the transformation of speech to text and no internet connection is required. The
user is informed about every performed step through the console output from the Voice
recognition module. In the console, information is displayed about checking the system
requirements and which type of the Azure Speech Recognition service is used (cloud or
edge option).

2. Configuration and setup of prerequisites for the Linux Voice recognition module—
The created Linux container is prepared to automatically take the USB headset that
is connected to the IoT edge device. It also contains all libraries and configuration,
which are needed to access a microphone from the underlying system. No input is
required from the end user to make the Voice recognition module functional.

3. Transformation of the human voice to actuator commands—Described in Figure 4,
and it consists of three main components:

I. Azure Speech Recognition service—responsible for the transformation of voice
into text. The time for the speech recognition, which is performed remotely in
the cloud Azure, is approximately about 5.9 ms when using an internet con-
nection with the speed of 15 Mbps. When using the Azure Speech Recognition
service on the edge device in a local network, the time of transformation of
voice into text is approximately the same, as the cloud Azure option.

II. Actuator Command Recognizer function—part of the Voice recognition mod-
ule is responsible for the extraction of keywords from the transformed voice
into text and the matching of keywords to specific actuator commands. To
use voice commands, it is always necessary to trigger voice control by using
the phrase “Hey Bennie”—similar to “Hey Alexa” for Amazon, “Hey Siri” for
Apple or “Hey Mercedes” for Mercedes-Benz. The triggering phrase should al-
ways be unique in voice recognition systems. Actuator Command Recognizer
function, meaning the proposed architecture currently supports four voice
commands:

• “Connect to the motor”—Used for connecting to the actuator, signalized
by the Green Led turning on and the Red Led turning off.

• “Disconnect from the motor”—Used for disconnecting from the actuator,
signalized by the Red Led turning on and the Green Led turning off.

• “Turn off everything”—Used to turn off the whole controlled system.
• “Move the motor”—Actuator is going to be moved.

If the command cannot be recognized, the end user is asked to repeat it.
Commands for the controlling of the actuator can be adjusted easily in the JSON

file. There is no need to change them in the source code, and a new word can be easily
added, deleted or modified (in case of an existing one). Voice recognition module is always
trying to match the extracted text from the human voice to a specific word defined in the
JSON commands configuration file. It must always match every word in the JSON file to a
specific command. Imagine that someone would like to “connect to the motor”. In this case,
it is necessary to say something such as: “Hey Bennie, please connect me to the motor” and
the connection to the motor/actuator is going to be established. If it is only “Hey Bennie,
please connect me” the command will not be recognized, as the word “Motor” is missing
in the command. “Hey Bennie” is always mandatory to trigger the communication with
the proposed system. The structure of commands and matching words stored in the JSON
file for the controlling of the actuator is described as:

• Command One

# First matching word,
# Second matching word,
# . . .

• Command Two
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# First matching word,
# Second matching word,
# Third matching word,
# . . .

III Controlling of the actuator connected to the IoT edge device—Voice recognition mod-
ule is using predefined general-purpose input/output (GPIO) pins for the controlling
of the actuator to make the solution more universal and flexible. If default PINs
have already been taken, there is a possibility to overwrite the default values with
their own specified values, as the configuration of the PINs is stored in the JSON file.
Configuration in the JSON file can be easily changed by the end user. To apply the
changes, it is enough to only modify the JSON file and restart the system. There is no
need to create or rebuild the program inside the Voice recognition module.

Modules are developed by using the development framework for building cross-
platform apps.NET Core. Modules developed using.NET Core can be deployed on Linux or
Windows containers. The majority of the IoT edge devices use the operating system Linux.

Voice recognition module is a Linux container for the architecture ARM64, and the
container is stored in the Azure Container Registry [30]. The development environment
uses Visual Studio Code, which offers tools for module debugging on the IoT edge devices
(Figure 13), as well as for pushing Docker images to the container registry in the cloud
Azure. Visual Studio Code is also used for deploying and updating modules.
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3.4. Methodology of the Implementation

The methodology for the setup of the proposed and implemented architecture can be
formulated in the following steps:

1. Create Azure IoT Hub [31] in the cloud Azure for management and deployment of
containers on the IoT edge devices.

2. Create the Azure Speech recognition service in the cloud Azure. The result of this
action is the endpoint, which is later used for the cloud and edge computing. To
perform this step, it is required to have a subscription, even though the Azure Speech
recognition service offers free usage for limited requests for the speech recognition.

3. Install Ubuntu Server 18.04 [32] and IoT Edge runtime software [33] on the edge
devices Category I and II.

4. Register the IoT edge devices in the Azure IoT Hub [31].
5. Configure the IoT edge devices and connect them to the IoT Edge Hub in the

cloud Azure.
6. Connect the actuator and the microphone to the IoT edge device from Category I.
7. Define a deployment JSON file in the Azure IoT Hub portal with the containers Voice

recognition module (Device from Category I) and Azure Speech recognition service
(Device from Category II)

8. Trigger the deployment of mentioned containers, in other words, modules.
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9. Wait for the initialization of the modules and use the system. During the initializa-
tion of the Voice recognition module, necessary configuration steps are performed
automatically to allow connection and usage of the microphone.

10. Deployment of the mentioned modules can be verified through the Azure Iot Hub
portal [31]. In the portal can be seen:

# If the IoT edge devices are online,
# If the deployment of mentioned modules were successful,
# Error message in case an error occurs.

4. Experimental Verification

In terms of the proposed architecture in Figure 3 and the above methodology, the IoT
edge experimental devices were implemented. A part of them can be seen in Figure 14. By
using these devices, all modules were verified in cooperation with each other according to
Figure 4. After establishing a connection to the cloud Azure and a simple installation of
containers (Links to the containers in Section 5), the user can use this modern HMI and
send voice commands to the connected actuator.
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Figure 14. Comparison of time responses between performed speech recognition in the cloud Azure
and IoT edge devices.

In Figure 15, the real implementation of the voice control actuator using Bluetooth
headphones for better comfort and freedom is shown. For the demonstration, the IoT edge
devices were used from:

• Category I—PC with 4 GB RAM and processor Intel Core i3-2330M, Thinker Board 2,
Raspberry Pi 3 and 4;

• Category II—PC with 12 GB RAM and processor Intel Core i7-8850h.
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Figure 15. Real implementation of the voice control actuator using Bluetooth headphones for better
comfort and freedom.

The created architecture (Figure 3) was successfully tested on PC, Tinker Board 2,
Raspberry Pi 3 and 4 as well. As an operation system for the mentioned IoT edge devices,
Ubuntu server 18.04 was used. Testing of the experiment was performed in the time sched-
ule between morning and evening at 24 ◦C (4 days, 7 h period). In total, 28 attempts were
performed by each edge device and the cloud Azure. Based on Figure 14, it can be stated
that speech control performed by the edge devices has a better latency in comparison to us-
ing the speech recognition in the cloud Azure. In the performed experiments, the response
time for the speech recognition performed by the IoT edge devices was around 2.97 ms.
That is approximately 58.37% better than the cloud Azure response time (Figure 14). How-
ever, even if the Azure Speech Recognition service runs in the cloud Azure, the response
time for voice transformation into text is around 5.9 ms when using an internet connection
with the speed of 15 Mbps.

During the verification and testing of the created architecture, an outage of internet
connection was simulated. The result of this simulation was that speech recognition was
running stable and without any issues using IoT edge devices. Edge computing was
performed in this scenario. The time responses were almost similar to the responses that
we obtained in Figure 14.

Distribution and maintenance were verified by remote updating of modules on the
IoT edge devices by using the IoT Hub portal in the cloud Azure. Updating of modules
were realized many times during the development phase, as it can be seen in a Docker
image name of the voicerecognitionmodule:1.7.11. Deployment of modules always went
smoothly, and it took approximately 1 min using an internet connection with the speed of
15 Mbps.

The phrase triggering of the speech control was also verified by using commands
without the trigger phrase. In this case, commands were not recognized and performed.
The speech control was triggered only when the phrase “Hey Bennie” was used.
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5. Results

The result of the work are functional modules-containers, the system implemented
according to the proposed methodology. The benefits and main goals of the proposed
architecture in comparison to other implantations can be formulated as follows:

1. Stability and low latency—As described in Section 4, the response time is shorter
when the processing is performed by the IoT edge device and not in the cloud Azure.
Speech recognition performed by the IoT edge devices was around 2.97 ms, meaning
an approximately 58.37% better response time than the cloud Azure response time
(Figure 14). Even if the Azure Speech Recognition service runs in the cloud Azure,
the voice transformation into text is around 5.9 ms when using an internet connection
with the speed of 15 Mbps.

As it was shown in the experiment, the container for the Azure Speech Recognition
service can run locally in the network. Many big companies are performing voice control-
ling only via their cloud services, or they require a special local infrastructure setup that
fits their needs. The problem with the internet connection can be seen when using Siri on
iPhone or Alexa from Amazon. If the internet connection is switched off, they cannot be
used. By running the Azure Speech Recognition service locally, we are achieving increased
stability and data privacy.

2. Portability—Developed Voice recognition module can be deployed on Windows or
Linux operating systems thanks to the framework. NET Core. As the Voice recognition
module is a Linux container, it can be reused in other IoT solutions such as AWS IoT
Greengrass [34] or Siemens MindSphere (currently available only for developers) [35].
These solutions use Linux containers as well. The usage of the proposed modules in
the solutions from Amazon or Siemens will require modification of communication
routers, but the core functionality of modules will stay the same. Furthermore, the
usage on the operation system Windows will require a small adaption, the Voice
recognition module would have to be rebuilt as a Windows container.

3. Data privacy—Increased data privacy when running the Azure Speech Recognition
service locally on the IoT edge devices.

4. Distribution and maintenance—The solution can be easily distributed to many other
IoT edge devices in a short time. It is only necessary to have the IoT edge device
that will fulfill the requirements and it is connected to the Azure IoT Hub in the
cloud Azure. Updates of modules are performed remotely by the cloud Azure.
There is no need to have physical access to the devices. Furthermore, migration to
different devices with similar architecture is quick and smooth. The migration from
old Raspberry Pi 3 to 4 was completed approximately in 15 min.

Created modules can be stored and made available on the Azure Marketplace or they
can be stored in the public Docker registry. Thanks to the Azure Marketplace, applications
can reach many developers and customers. IoT Edge modules can be published and run
on many IoT edge devices that support containers.

5. The endpoint for the Azure Speech Recognition service can be easily adjusted in the
JSON file in the Voice recognition module without a code change. The endpoint for
the Azure Speech Recognition service can be a local Hostname, such as “LocalAzure-
SpeechRecognition” or a local static IP address. Furthermore, the commands for
the voice recognition can be easily adjusted in the JSON file in the Voice recognition
module, without code changes, and the same for the PINs configuration. All of the
mentioned adjustments can be performed while the Voice recognition module is up
and running. Containers can be simply pulled and run from the following repositories:

1. Container for the Voice recognition module (designed and created module, the
latest stable version is 1.7.11) for Category I:
Commands: docker pull researchphd.azurecr.io/voicerecognitionmodule:1.7.11-
arm64v8 docker run researchphd.azurecr.io/voicerecognitionmodule:1.7.11-arm64v8
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2. Container for the Azure Speech Recognition service (official container from
Microsoft, always the latest version is downloaded) [36]:

docker pull mcr.microsoft.com/azure-cognitive-services/speechservices/speech-to-
text docker run –rm -it -p 5000:5000 –memory 8g –cpus 4 mcr.microsoft.com/azure-cognitive-
services/speechservices/speech-to-text Eula=accept Billing=”CreatedBillingEndpoint”
ApiKey=”CreatedApiKey”

6. Voice recognition module—The created Linux container is prepared to automatically
take the USB headset that is connected to the IoT edge device. It contains all libraries
and the configuration that is needed to access the microphone from the underlying
system. No input is required from the end user to make Voice recognition module
functional. By default, Linux container image does not support the usage of the
microphone from the underlying system; therefore, it was necessary to set up this
functionality in the Voice recognition module. The Voice recognition module is always
running locally as it is responsible for the control of the actuator. As mentioned above,
the module also supports the phrase triggering. The phrase triggering leads to bigger
reliability of the architecture, as the voice control is only performed when desired.

In Table 3, the main differences between the created architecture and the architectures
used in different implementations are described. The mentioned architectures are the
closest to the proposed architecture from the article.

Table 3. Comparison between created architecture and existing architectures.

Speech
Recognition

Performed on the
Edge Device

Containerized
Solution

Easy Update and
Distribution of

Solution to Many
Devices

Multilanguage
Support Phrase Triggering

Created architecture
from the article Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Valera Román [11] No No No Yes Yes
Yvanoff-Frenchin [12] No No No Yes Not mentioned

Tahseen Ali [37] Yes No No No Not mentioned
Martinek [38] Yes No No Not mentioned Not mentioned

Benítez-Guijarro [39] No No No Not mentioned Yes
Nasef [40] No No No Yes Not mentioned

Koložvari [41] No No No Yes Not mentioned

Even article [42] does not deal exactly with speech recognition, which can be taken as
proof that edge computing is used and beneficial.

The limitations of the proposed architecture can be listed:

• Dependency on the operation system Linux with the architecture ARM64. Note:
Linux container can be transformed to Windows container. This option requires
recompilation of the Voice recognition module with a proper base image [43].

• Setup of the Azure Speech Recognition service and the IoT Hub in the cloud Azure.
This setup requires knowledge about cognitive services [44] and IoT [31] in the cloud
Azure. Furthermore, in other implementations, it was possible to see the usage of
speech services from the different cloud providers, where it is necessary to set up
these services in the cloud.

6. Conclusions

The popularity of voice control in IoT and Industrial IoT is growing. In the future, most
companies will have to face this challenge. Voice control will be able to help in situations
where physical contact with devices is difficult or even impossible. It also brings a certain
level of comfort to the end users. Voice control has already found its place in smartphones,
where it is already widely used, and it is being slowly adopted in the industry, healthcare
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and research laboratories. This article presents a new architecture and methodology of
design and implementation of a modern HMI for the voice control of the actuator. Along
with the voice control of the actuator, the solution can also be reused for the setting and
the confirmation of parameters, restrictions, limits, alarms of various filters and sensors.
The proposed architecture includes a combination of new approaches and modern digital
technologies, container–edge–cloud, artificial intelligence for speech recognition, and its
own software components, which create a complete functional system. This system has
been experimentally validated by running the created containers on four different IoT edge
devices—Thinker Board 2, PC, Raspberry Pi 3 and 4. These new approaches bring benefits
to both the end user and the developer, such as data privacy and good latency by practicing
edge computing, easy deployment thanks to containerization and management by using
the cloud Azure.
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